
GIANFRANCO FERRE’: THE PERFECT RED

For Gianfranco Ferré, color is one of the key elements in the composition of a fashion design. It’s an element 
that takes shape along with his initial idea for a creation, which originates with the sketch. Color and material 
go together in a perfect compositional synthesis, influencing one another reciprocally and so becoming mutually 
essential within the framework of the designer’s aesthetic conception.

“Basic colors thus join more delicate and more nuanced natural tones in an infinite series of shades and shadings, enhanced 
and completed by some concessions to the imagination and to the themes of the collection”. 1

Creativity comes with an observation of the world around, where color per se is an element that finds expression 
in the innumerable hues of a landscape, in the chromatic details of a painting, in the plays of light and shadow 
of a face… Color is part of the architect’s coherent lexicon, with its endless tonalities in sync with whims of the 
moment, a need for new plays of light and shadow, the poetry and charm of a specific inspiration. Color emerges 
from the memory of a sensory experience past and present, from an impression articulated in his recollection of 
countless journeys:

“My first time in India, I was bedazzled by the contrasts, so strong I couldn’t take my eyes off certain sights. I arrived in New 
Delhi after having traveled all night to go to an appointment with a southern craftsman who wove plaid fabrics on a hand 
loom. I can still see the image of a woman who walked barefoot on the copper colored earth, in an area that was practically a 
desert. On her head she carried a big metal vase that captured the rays of sunlight — it seemed almost as if by magic”. 2

The colors that spark Ferré’s emotions are those that express strength and energy: first and fore-
most, red, “of all names of colors the one that’s most ancient.” In Sanskrit the word is rudhira, in Latin 
ruber, in Ancient Greek eruthrs: etymologically, “having a liquid heart,” epithet for both wine and blood.

Whether cinnabar or ruby, dragon blood or carmine, red — the color of passion and of drama — is in the mind 
of the designer always associated with an idea of power and aesthetic shock, à la Stendhal syndrome.
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Diana Vreeland stated: “All my life I’ve pursued the perfect red. I can never get painters to mix it for me”



“Red was the sunrise
 on the dawn of his creation”

(Carole King)

“Red. A decisive brushstroke, a strong vibration, a 
sharp impulse” 

(Press release Gianfranco Ferré Ready-to-Wear 
F/W 1993-94)

From left: Gianfranco Ferré Ready-to-Wear Fall/Winter 1981-82; 
Fall/Winter 1984-85; Fall/Winter 1979-80

Very often, red is dazzlingly overpowering: like in The Wizard of Oz when Dorothy comes upon a vast expanse 
of radiant scarlet red poppies and must squint her eyes so as not to be overwhelmed; and even then the color 
lingers persistently under her half-shut lids.

From left: Gianfranco Ferré Ready-to-Wear Spring/Summer 1980; Gianfranco Ferré Alta Moda Spring/Summer 1988; Christian Dior 
Haute Couture Spring/Summer 1996

“An explosion of peony, poppy and geranium reds for shirts as free as foulards”
(Press release Gianfranco Ferré Ready-to-Wear S/S 1994)
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The red hue of poppies, bougainvilleas, peonies and geraniums is hypnotic, compulsive; it has a pulsating 
rhythm, in crescendo, though not insistently so. For Aristotle, red denoted maturity. Taking the bold red tone 
of poppies as an example he followed the transition from youth to old age through the color: “poppy petals 
are redder on the tip because the flower blossoms quickly.” Red has a central position, lying between life and death, 
between light and shadow, “in such a way that when what’s black and shadowy is mixed with light, the result is red”. 

As Goethe wrote in “The Theory of Colors” to describe the glow left by an excess of light on an inflamed 
retina: “red is the consequence of a powerful impression of light that can last for hours”.
Vassily Kandinsky observed that the heat of red is invasive, like a flame or like burning steel.
For the artist Derek Jordan the burning process is slow, unrelenting yet intoxicating, like after drinking too 
much wine: “Shut your inebriate eyes and see forever after”.

“One evening, in Delhi, I found myself in front of the Red Fort among a group of sikhs: big, bare-chested men, their bodies 
lucent from ointment, singing and dancing, waving their weapons. In the dark I made out their fires and their shiny daggers, 
instinctively sensed that their pupils were dilated, as they were high on drugs. I can still perceive the acrid smell of oils, con-
trolled substances…” 3

Red is the color of courage, of fury, of a contemporaneously creative and destructive force, of a revolutionary 
life force. In his “Ars Amatoria” (The Art of Love), Ovid calls purple the only color that’s “a brazen display of 
affluence”. In the collective imagination, the hue is often identified with success, with desire and with an ardent 
form of love. Associated with life, blood and fire, red is the color of the heart, classic location of the soul.

Red is the color of sensuality, which is often associated with the color of blood. It’s a concept finding ample ex-
pression in literature and in film. The prime example here is Nathaniel Hawthorne’s novel “The Scarlet Letter”, 
the story of a woman, Hester Prynne, who in the 17th century was condemned to wear a scarlet letter sewn onto 
the bodice of her black dress — a red A — to remind everyone of her sin, that of giving birth to an illegitimate
child. But above and beyond all that, the red A stigmatized her brazen embrace of total love, no sense of 
submission to Puritan moral codes.

Gianfranco Ferré Ready-to-Wear Fall/Winter 1991-92
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In Ingmar Bergman’s film “Cries and Whispers,” red captures all the tension, sorrow and repressed love hidden 
behind the cries and whispers of the four female protagonists. Thus it becomes the “color of the soul” and of the 
(unstable) psyches of the movie’s heroines. The curtains, the walls, the furniture, even the crimson blood 
emerging from a woman’s body point to the inner world of the heroines in a philosophical pursuit of liberation 
and purification. In Wong Kar-Wai’s film “In The Mood for Love”, red first and foremost gives expression to 
the eloquent title subject: love, the need to love and be loved. The red hue of Maggie Cheung’s magnificent 
cheongsam dresses, of the retro tapestries in the Hong Kong high rises, of the curtains and bed covers becomes 
the epitome of the contradiction between the pain the protagonists feel as a result of their respective 
spouses’ betrayal  and their own natural urge to experience passion and desire, between the traumatic
fear of loss and a hope for pure love.

Gianfranco Ferré Ready-to-Wear Spring/Summer 2003

In complete accord with what Titian asserted
(“A good painter needs only three colors: white,
black and red”), red — or aka in Japanese — becomes 
the ambivalent symbol both of an ultra seductive 
femininity and of a virile life force. Significantly, 
flame red lips, symbol of sensuality, mark Ferré’s 
first pieces of jewelry dating to the early years of 
his career; while the emblematic hue of two typically 
male sports, boxing and car racing, shows up strong in 
some of Ferré’s storied men’s collections dating
to the 1990s.

Christian Dior Haute Couture Fall/Winter 1991-92
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In Imperial China,  red — in combination with gold — was the symbol of absolute power, sovereign authority and 
regality.

“I remember my first trip to the Big Apple. It had to be 1968 or 1969. This was the period when the intelligentsia was very 
into the ideas of Mao. And it was here, in New York, on the façade of the Chinese Consolate that I discovered the color, 
for the flag’s dense red hue stood out against a perfectly bright blue sky. It had to be 8 a.m. I’ve always liked getting up 
early, no problem, to enjoy the daylight. This red flag waved as if in a dream. More precisely, as if in an imaginary Orient, 
for me it took on the semblance of a Chinese dragon. How can I explain what a profound impact this vision had on me? 
This red, which for me is a symbol of motion, sparked my interest in the color. And this image is still fresh in my mind”. 4

For Ferré red is synonymous with mal d’Oriente, with 
luxury, opulence and splendor. This sensation returns in 
his use of brocades, in fabrics with a lacquer-like fluidity,
in interplays of regal embroidery and topstitching; it 
becomes the magic wand with which he confers upon the 
female body a sense of mystery and enchantment. Red is 
the photographic lens through which he filters China, a 
China all about irresistible and uncompromising beauty,
at once eternal and enigmatic refinement. Signature 
color of the garb of imperial Chinese mandarins and high 
court dignitaries, red is inflected in coral shades and then 
intertwined with lucent fabrics, organza and raw silk.

Gianfranco Ferré Ready-to-Wear Fall/Winter 1992-93

Gianfranco Ferré Ready-to-Wear Fall/Winter 1996-97

Red is also the color of Mao Zedong’s Cultural Revolution and his “Little Red Book,” so becoming, above and 
beyond any and all ideological reflections, symbol of a period full of profound change and upheaval. Most of 
the political posters dating to the late 1960s, including those relative to the May 1968 protests in France, were 
printed with the pochoir technique. It’s a technique favoring the use of vermilion ink, which by imbuing the 
poster with greater expressive force becomes a vehicle for progressive and radical ideas.

“When designing this collection, I wondered which features I have taken over while proceeding almost unwittingly on a 
journey, already begun, toward oriental cultures. Because it is the case of an instinctive route, which starts acknowledging 
necessity and various incentives: energy, therefore red”.

(Press release Gianfranco Ferré Ready-to-Wear S/S 1986)
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Red is the color of passion for his beloved
India, a passion so intense that Ferré 
titled “Passion indienne” his last Haute 
Couture collection for the House of Dior. 
Highlighting lines straight and fluid, tuni-
cs soft and simple, it’s a collection where 
the severity and simplicity of daytime for-
med a counterpoint to long, voluminous 
evening gowns in muslin and organza, 
embellished with precious stones and 
intricate arabesques. Where black-and-white
geometric designs flickered with the 
iridescent hues typical of sparklers, 
with shades emblematic of glowing 
embers, with purple or amaranth red. The 
collection manifested a predilection for 
warm and copper tones in combination 
with gold, adding a special glint to cloaks, to 
coats in cashmere, taffeta or silk matelassé.

Christian Dior Haue Couture Fall/Winter 1996-97

Gianfranco Ferré Ready-to-Wear Spring/Summer 2001

Red is the color of African tribalism, as pictured in the creator’s mind: populated by solemn, mysterious ance-
stral women. It’s a vision sparked by emotions, inspired by symbols, where the dress takes on a jewel-like quality 
and the jewel turns into a dress. The color red mixes with the golden glints of hidden treasures, becoming a 
cascade of vermilion stones or infiltrating the boldest of geometric graphic effects.
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Red is the symbol of utopian passion, ambivalent
at times: Julien Sorel, the young social climber
who’s the main character in Stendhal’s novel
“The Red and the Black,” is nostalgic of 
Napoleonic times. He wants to make a name 
for himself in the army, which traditionally 
dresses in red, but clashes inexorably with the 
ultra-conservative world of the Restoration.
In the end he gets crushed by the black of the
aristocratic and ecclesiastic milieu from 
which, in vain, he seeks support.

In his work “The Theory of Colors,” Goethe 
invites the reader to “imagine a totally pure shade 
of red, a perfect carmine that gives a livelier tone to 
mental faculties”. In superb contrast with blue, 
invigorating red puts the mind in a state
of total positivity.
In the span of nearly three decades, Gianfranco 
Ferré inflected red in various tones, both keeping 
in mind the specific qualities of the different 
materials and meeting the needs not only of the 
particular collection but also his own as an indi-
vidual. There was never anything casual or fortui-
tous about the way he used color; rather, he always 
followed the lesson of great painters of the past.

“When red is too saturated it can weigh down the 
silhouette. On the contrary, more of an orange tinge to 
the shade can give it a fluider feel. Sometimes all it takes 
is a touch of dark red. In this respect, the lesson of the great 
painters matters. Observe, for example, Palma Vecchio’s 
Portrait of a Young Woman (known as “La Bella”), a 
sublime painting influenced by Titian. We perceive the 
fabric of her precious, rustling dress. The magnificent 
color planes are rich with light, as if enameled. The 
bright red and ultramarine blue go with her wonderfully
luminous complexion and exalt her feminine beauty.
In a painting I do not love color per se. Rather, I take 
into account the picture as a whole. The atmosphere 
that emanates from a painting moves me much more 
than any matter of color. For example, I prefer the 
mysteries of a Rembrandt over the vivacity of a Masaccio.
In the Dutch master the tones are quieter, the mood 
more reserved. The light explodes from the darkness; it’s 
absolutely extraordinary”. 5      

Gianfranco Ferré Ready-to-Wear Fall/Winter 1988-89

Christian Dior Haute Couture Fall/Winter 1992-93

Giorgione, noted Giorgio Vasari, used red and other colors brilliantly, being careful in all that he did to copy 
straight from living things and “making certain things so soft and harmonious and his shadows so vaporous, 
that many artists of recognized standing admitted that he was born to infuse his figures with spirit and to 
counterfeit the freshness of living flesh better than any other painter, not in Venice alone but everywhere.”
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Center: Tiziano Vecellio (Titian), “Isabelle of Portugal”, 1548; to left and right: Christian Dior Haute Couture Fall/Winter 1993-94

But it’s mostly the lesson of Titian that Ferré made his own: the painter’s color system owes its 
potency to the agreement among three principal hues (red, blue, green) and confers upon the composition 
a strong degree of saturated dramatic force, a combination of richness and intensity made possible by the 
technique of oil painting. All of Titian’s works present a rich and nuanced chromatic mix, with 
distinct contrasts that give the painting a wholly particular dynamism achieved through quick, imprecise 
brushstrokes and a keen play of light. His paintings often portray provocative, sensual women, at times 
nude, with long hair and symbolic accessories. While, indeed, red is one of the colors Titian made greatest
use of, to exalt elegance and feminine beauty, flame red is the shade which enthralled the master most, 
that bright, threatening red given off by blazing fires yet also by lit torches, by bonfires and by embers in a 
fireplace. The lesson of the Venetian Renaissance underpins the Dior Couture collection for 
Fall/Winter 1993/94. Called “Images dans le miroir,” it’s an authentic symphony of brocades
(painted or woven by hand according to ancient traditions) and of laces, velvets and 
tulles that bring back the splendors of the 16th century through bombé silhouettes, vibrant and free. 

Center: Rembrandt, “The night watch”, 1642; to left and right: Christian Dior Haute Couture Fall/Winter 1993-94

There’s another great painter of the past who captures Ferré’s imagination: Rembrandt, with his  palette of 
dominant earth tones and gold glints. A master of chiaroscuro, he used this technique to emphasize face and 
hands, while other details of the figure merged into the dark background. Rembrandt’s palette also included 
ocher yellow, burnt sienna, burnt umber, white, black and, in particular, a dark cadmium red.
He mixed these various hues in a complex way, substituting the basic color. He used red skillfully
and sparingly, for example to underscore and differentiate a detail in the apparel marking a character (as in
the simple red band worn by Frans Banning Coq in “The Night Watch”).
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Center: Vittorio Zecchin, “Three Cloaked Women in the Night”, 1912; to left and right: Gianfranco Ferré Ready-to-Wear Spring/Summer 2004

Ferré gives way to fresh impulses, new experiments with material and color. Red in all possible shades and 
shadings, from flame to rust, brick, maroon and orange, imbues the Spring/Summer 2004 collection with a 
particular and immediate sense of vigor. Drawing upon the art of Vittorio Zecchin, a Venetian painter with 
ties to the Viennese Secession, the collection made a leitmotif of a quasi-obsessive reiteration of geometric 
patterns, primarily circles and rectangles, all offset by passionately sensual shapes referencing Latin America.

In conclusion, Ferré’s red enfolds the sensory experiences of a lifetime, for fashion is art and art thrives on life.

“...dull carpet and lacquer reds blending with cinnabar reds; yet also the red and gold tones of Venice, the brick and ocher 
shades of Roman palaces, orange, yellow and whites... brought back in me, and with me, from a trip to Tibet... That’s it, all 
this and much more can compose art. Fashion too”. 6

           
           Alessandro Martinelli

The numbered quotes are taken from “Lettres à une jeune couturier,” Editions Balland, Paris, 1995.
The Italian version — “Lettere a un giovane stilista” (Letters to a Young Fashion Designer), curated by the Gianfranco Ferré Foundation 

— is available on request in PDF format. 
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